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 Hello Visitor,
  
 The January 1, 2020 deadline for Mode 5 IFF is rapidly approaching for all NATO countries and
international allies. To support our international user community, Tel-Instrument is introducing
its “DRIVE TO MODE 5” program to guarantee preferred pricing and delivery dates. It is
effective immediately and will remain in effect through December 31, 2017:

 * No-charge Mode 5 demo test sets and Remote Client Utility trial version to be provided to
authorized users.

 * Test set delivery dates will be prioritized in order of receipt. Early orders get priority.

 * Guaranteed test set pricing and deliveries through year-end 2019.

 * Volume pricing with tiered discounts for orders of 10, 25, 50 and 100 test sets.

 * Additional 1 year of warranty (3 years total warranty).

 * For orders of at least 10 test sets, 1 license (5 seats) of the Remote Client Utility ($15,000
value) for conducting platform integration testing and printing results from a computer will be
included.

 * For orders of at least 25 test sets, two day in-country training at no charge from a TIC
technician and 1 license (5 seats) of Remote Client. Customer to supply crypto equipment.

 PROGRAM Benefits
 The Tel-Instrument "Drive to Mode 5" program has numerous benefits to the customer to make
the transition easy and simple.

 * Lock in preferred pricing and avoid future price increases.

 * Guaranteed delivery and expanded warranty coverage.

 * Remote Client Utility provides simple PC User Interface that facilitates certification testing.
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 * On-site training (25 unit minimum requirement).

 NEW - Remote Client Utility Software
 The Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp. new Remote Client Software utility allows the operator to
utilize and control the AN/USM-708 & AN/USM -719, TS-4530A and our new T-47M5 Test Sets
utilizing your Windows® computer or laptop and offers expanded and detailed test results not
available on the standard Test Set display.

 (
http://www.telinstrument.com./avionic-products/military-avionics/remote-client-utility-software.ht
ml )
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